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THE LATE MRS. CAMPBELL 

MAY 1, 1978 GEORGE RIEVESCHL 

One of the privileges of reaching what 
is known euphemistical ly a s "beyond middle age" is 
the ruminating that one can engage in endeavoring 
to identify the influences in one's life that were 
decisive. A very particular one that I remember 
was my step-brother, Lo is indisch. Despite his 
being ten years older, e anaged to be quite close 
-- sharing experiences, b t ostly talking about 
dreams, ambitions and trivia that a most attentive 
fourteen year old found fascinating . Lou was a 
fine musician, playing the trombone and piano and 
doing arrangements for loca dance bands. But 
his real desire was to be a writer and he always 
said simplistically that if you want to be a good 
writer you have to read lots of books by the best 
writers. Lou's devotion to good literature was 
very contagious and from that time until now my 
infatuation with books has most pleasurably domi
nated my life. Lou encouraged me to read books 
that were "over my head. " I still have the copy 
of Francis Hacketts' "Henry the Eighth" in which 
the first twenty pages have forty-two underlined 
words that had sent me scurrying to the dictionary. 
Most exciting and stimulating of all was my ex
posure through Lou to contemporary writers and 
the literary magazines. I felt very adult read
ing the American Mercury, the Saturday Review 
of Literature and the Ne Yorker. In the summer 
of 1932, I plowed through a 1 six volumes of H. 
L. Menckens "Prejudices. " I extended my con
sumption of literary fare to . 9 Lardner, 
Christopher Morley, Robert Benc ey and Hemingway 
__ and I remember competing i tber f or 
reading time in our copy of • dverse" 
by Hervey Allen. 

My book mania and my weekly allowance 
had advanced sufficiently by 1933 that each 
Saturday I made the circuit of second h~d book 
stores in Cincinnati. The game was to f~nd the 
bargains of a life time and make two dollars 
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bu¥ at. least three good books. One purchas9 was a 
~l~m ~~ttle volume entitled "Enough Rope " contain
~ng n~nety poems in one hundred ten pages by a 
woman named Dorothy Parker. "Enough Rope " had 
been published in 1926 and I thought it was wonder
ful. The next week I bought her other two volumes 
of poetry -- "Sunset Gun" and "Death and Taxes." 
I also lear ned from the family Atwater Kent and 
the voice of Alexander Woollcott -- the Town Crier 
-- that Dorothy Parker was responsible for the 
'.'Constant Reader," an unsigned book review column 
1.n the "New Yorker." It was a pleasure to find 
that her prose kept pace with her poetry. 

By the time I finished graduate school, 
I had read every poem, short story and book re-
view that Dorothy Parker managed to have published. 
Although she was much in the news and greatly talked 
about, I remember reading only a few magazine articles 
about her life and I knew very little about her. 
This paper was prepared to satisfy my long-standing 
curiosity about her career. 

Her father's name was Rothschild, but 
his status as a man of means was not the result 
of any family relationship to the Rothschilds of 
Europe. Mr. J. Henry, the stern master of the 
house of West 72nd Street was Jewish and Mrs. 
Rothschild was Scottish. The hot summer of 1893 
and her pregnancy were reasons for escaping to 
West End, New Jersey. The infant who was to be
come famous as Dorothy Parker was born there pre
maturely on August 22, 1893. It was often said 
that this was the first and last time she was 
every early for anything. 

Dorothy was a beautiful child who gave 
unmistakable signs of being precocious but early 
misfortunes began to occur which radically altered 
the prospects for a happy childhood. Her fat~er 
was strange and distant and then her mother d1ed 
while Dorothy was still very young. Her father 
remarried and now Dorothy was terrified of both 
parents. It was a cold, bizarre family life -
stifling discipline, punishments, endless religious 
instruction from her fanatic step-mother and the 



complete absence of parental love. Dorothy became 
a child whose unhappiness and resentments were 
bottled up inside her and her attendance at the 
B~essed Sacrament Convent produced only a long 
l~st of hates and horrible feelings of inadequacy 
that she could communicate to no one. The tur
moil within her was neatly hidden by her good 
manners and her resolve to make the most of these 
chilling days in her life. She developed the 
habit of muttering to herself and much later 
in her life she said in all honesty, "A girl's 
best friend is her mutter." 

Her resentment of religion imparted by 
forced feeding lead to her dismissal from the 
Convent because, as she once told an interviewer, 
she insisted that the Immaculate Conception was 
an example of spontaneous combustion. 

The next site of internment for the 
rebellious Dorothy was Miss Dana's School in 
Morristown, New Jersey, a recognized, posh private 
school of high standards and having a most capable 
faculty. The atmosphere of Miss Dana's was formal 
and rigorous but Dorothy found her new home much 
more attractive than the prison on 72nd Street. 
She took advantage of all of her opportunities __ 
embarking On her own impressive reading program 
and learning to play the piano. And er first 
poems were written there. 

The petite, eighteen-year 
haired girl with the beautiful e 
Miss Dana's in 1911 and that was 
education she would ever have. Eer 
misleading and it was hard to r~i2e 
attractive, apparently defenseles , 0 glady 
was within fiercely independent. He= !ather 
died shortly after her graduation and eft no 
money to the consternation of her ste_- other; 
but D~rothy, undaunted by such adve:sity, found 
a room in a boarding house and at n~neteen began 
her life of self-sufficiency. She eked out her 
room and board by playing the piano for a da~cing 
school and by a part-time job at Vogue magaz ~ne. 
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Dorothy apparently never revealed to any
one a full account of her life between 1912 and 1916 
We do know ~uch tidbits that Thorne Smith of "Topper~ 
fame lived ~n the same boarding house and that she 
be~an to sell a few poems to Frank Crowninshield, 
ed~tor of Vogue and Vanity Fair. 

Among her many jobs at Vogue, which un
doubtedly h~d an influence on her literary style, 
was her ass~gnment to caption writing for ads and 
illustrations. One of her creative titles that 
is still quoted is "Brevity is the soul of lingerie 
-- as the Petticoat said to the Chemise." 

Dorothy Rothschild was happy in this world 
of publishing. She relished the sophisticated 
attitudes of Crowninshield and was pleased to play 
even a minor role in the front trenches of the 
avant-garde literary world. 

Nineteen seventeen saw the United States 
on the threshold of momentous change and things 
would never be the same -- nor would Dorothy 
Rothschild. 

Her poetry and her caption writing did 
impress Frank Crowninshieldi he asked her to join 
"the staff" which in Dorothy's mind was an invita
tion to ascend to heaven and sit among the immortals. 
My guess is that Crowninshield considered her verse 
as being most indicative of her creative potential. 
Just to get the flavor of her early work, I would 
like to read a few of the short poems. 

THE SMALL HOURS 

No more my little song comes back 
And now of nights I lay 

My head on down, to watch the black 
And wait the unfailing gray, 

Oh, sad are winter nights, and slow; 
And sad's a song that's dumb 

And sad it is to lie and know 
Another dawn will come 



A VERY SHORT SONG 

Once, when I was young and true, 
Someone left me sad, 

Broke my brittle heart in two; 
And that is very bad 

Love is for unlucky folk, 
Love is but a curse 

Once there was , a heart I broke; 
And that, I think, is worse 

UNFORTUNATE COINCIDENCE 

By the time you swear you're his, 
Shivering and sighing 

And he vows his passion is 
Infinite, undying --

Lady, make a note of this; 
One of you is lying 

COMMENT 

Oh, life is a glorious cycle of song, 
A medley of extemporaneai 
And love is a thing that can never 

go wrong; 
And I am Marie of Roumania. 

INVENTORY 

Four be the things I am wiser to know: 
Idleness, sorrow, a friend and a foe. 

Four be the things I'd been better with-
out: 

Love, curiosity, freckles and doubt . 

Three be the things I shall never attain: 
Envy, content and sufficient champagne. 

Three be the things I shall have till I 
die: 
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Laughter and hope and a sock in the eye. 

- NEITHER. BLOODY 
- NOR BOWED 

They say of me, and so they should 
It's dOUbtf~l if I come to good. ' 
I see acqua~ntances and friends 
Accumulating dividends 
And making enviable n~es 
In science, art and parlor games 
But, I despite expert advice • 
Keep doing things I think ar~ nice, 
And though to good I never come __ 
Inseparable my nose and thumb! 

NEWS ITEM 

Men seldom make passes 
At girls who wear glasses. 

Early in 1917, Dorothy was married to 
Edwin Parker, II and she quipped II I married him 
to change my name." Close friends said she was 
not being funny; her dislike for her family name 
and her father was well known, but she was really 
in love. Eddie, a Wall Street brooker in his early 
twenties, came -from a fine Connecticut family; he 
was handsome, urbane, witty and a drinker of note. 
It was only a matter of weeks until April 2, 1917, 
and Eddie enlisted in the Army. Dorothy Parker 
was deep in her new responsibilities at Vanity 
Fair, yet she managed to visit Eddie at various 
army camps before he left for Europe in the middle 
of 1918. Her love for him was deep and complete, 
almost reverential; she wrote to him every day. 
But it was a IIweek-end" marriage for over a year 
until Eddie left f 'or France., ' He saw a great deal 
of action at the front, and the end of the war 
found him unharmed. But 'Dorothy could not welcome 
him home as she had hoped; unlucky Eddie was ordered 
to join the occupation forces in Germany. It was 
to be fifteen months before she saw her husband 
again, and by that time Dorothy's life had changed 
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radically. 

Robert Benchley and Robert Sherwood joined 
vanity Fair in 1919; both were veterans of the Harvard 
Lampoon staff. They were attracted to young Dorothy 
and soon the mad-cap truimvirate was giving the 
editor sleepless nights, but he did like hat they 
wrote. It must have been amusing to see them 
together -- Sherwood, gaunt and six foot seven; 
Parker, a slight, dark beauty of five foot one 
and round faced Benchley with the ever present 
quizzical smile. They began referring to each 
other always as Mrs. Parker, Mr. Benchley and Mr. 
Sherwood and the apel1ations persisted throughout 
their long acquaintance. 

Sherwood was named drama editor while 
Benchley, who had had newspaper experience, was 
made managing editor. At this particular time , 
Dorothy was substituting as drama critic while 
P. G. Wodehouse was in Europe. 

The lovable and gregarious Robert Bench1ey 
cannot be passed over so quickly in any account of 
Dorothy Parker's life. For a great many years he 
was her closest friend. Benchley's personal charm 
was matched by his writing talent and ultimately 
by acting ability as well. Only Benchley could 
write three pages filled with bright prose on 
"The Menace of Buttered Toast" without having 
to pad a single line. He could always provide 
unique humorous comment about even the most 
commonplace subject. Robert would become famous 
for his personal wars with man-made gadgets and 
his devastating defeats from Nature's indomitable 
forces. He was singularly quick at repartee . 
Jerry Berns of "21" in New York is fond of telling 
about Bench1ey leaving "21 " on a dark, very rainy 
night during the war and without really looking 
up said to the uniformed roan standing at the curb 
"Please call me a cab." The man straightened and 
replied in measured tones "Sir, I am an admiral in 
the u.S. Navy " and equally quickly Bench1ey said 
"Good! call me a boat." The very famous line . II 

"Get me out of this wet coat and into a dry martJ.ne 
was spoken by Bench1ey in the lobby of "21." 
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Today, if you like, you can sit at a table on the 
ground floor of "21" identified with a brass plaque 
which says "Robert Benchley -- His Corner." The 
Benchley sons, Nathaniel and Peter, carryon the 
literary tradition of their father. 

The Vanity Fair office was on 44th Street 
and it became a custom tor the threesome to take 
lunch at the nearby Algonquin Hotel. They became 
quite without plan the nucleus of what was to be
come widely known as the Algonquin Round Table as 
well as the Vicious circle. 

During the summer of 1919, three veterans 
who had been prominent in the affairs of "Stars 
and Stripes," the army war-time newspaper published 
in Paris, returned to New York. It was a memorable 
threesome. Harold Ross was a rough, unbelievably 
profane, self-educated hayseed from Aspen, Colorado, 
who became, six years later, with the financial 
backing of Raoul Fleischmann, the editor of the 
revived New Yorker magazine. Franklin Pierce 
Adams, or FPA, tall, skinny, possessing an unfor
gettable profile, had returned to his old column 
in the New York Tribune called the "Conning Tower." 
The anchor man of this new trio was Alexander 
Woollcott of the New York Times -- even at that 
time a vain, pudgy, controversial character. 

The joining of forces of these six pro
tagonists, with the addition of Heywood Brown, 
was brought about by a press agent named Pemberton 
who arranged the luncheon at the Algonquin; the 
purpose of the assembly was to give Woollcott a 
"hard time," something which was done dp.servedly 
many times in the years to come. It was such a 
joyful experience that the invitees decided to 
continue these mirthful midday gatherings. Marc 
Connelly and ~eorge S. Kaufman soon joined the 
group. 

These professional "wordsmiths " and 
talented wags began the battle of wits, the deep, 
biting criticism, the practical jokes and the 
parade of penetrating jibes which made each lunch 
something worth remembering or else an experience 
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of personal traum~ to be quickly forgotten. Never
theless, the winsome, innocent appearing Dorothy 
Parker held her own and more in this company. 
FPA began to report in his column the noon-time 
goings on at the Algonquin; Mrs. Parker began to 
see some of her better, and printable, witticisms 
in liThe Conning Tower" and the fame of Dorothy's 
wit was launched. , For example, she said after 
hearing that a London actress had broken her leg 
-- "Oh, how terrible, she must have done it sliding 
down a barrister." Or her telegram. to a couple, 
who married after some years of living together, 
was just two words, "what's new?" For certain, 
FPA was responsible for the growing public aware
ness of Dorothy Parker, and she recognized his 
important role. Later she would say "FPA raised 
me from a couplet." 

Mrs. Parker's life gained considerable 
momentum in 1919 and spring arrived, but husband 
Eddie hadn't. The 33rd Ambulance Corp did not 
return until August. The hundreds of letters and 
the many lines of bitter sweet poetry had not pre
pared either one for the long-postponed reunion. 
The two strangers did manage to live together for 
almost two years; the formal divorce did not take 
place until 1928. Donald Ogden Stewart, former 
Columbus, Ohio bond salesman turned ,successful 
New York writer, summed it up, "Eddie just sort 
of dropped out of the picture." Nor would this 
be the last of Dorothy's turbulent love affairs 
to dim and fade away. 

Not only was Mrs. Parker enduring a 
floundering marriage, but she was also fired from 
vanity Fair. Friends of editor, Frank Crowninshield, 
used to say that he would let his writers say any
thing as long as they said it in evening clothes. 
However, Dorothy had stuck the long needle into 
the wrong play and the wrong actress. Her unkind 
remarks about the thespian talents of Billie Burke 
brought husband, Florenz Ziegfeld, pounding loudly 
on the portals of Vanity Fair. Crowninshield meekly 
agreed with the course of action suggested by Mr. 
Ziegfeld and Dorothy was out. But there was some 
sweetness to the adversity -- Benchley and Sherwood 
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~;s!~~e~O~~dP~~~~:tforE:~~n~~s greeted as a hero 
less Mrs. Parker whom W ll~ng up for the defense
an odd blend of Little N~~l codtt once described as 

, an Lady Macbeth. 

Robert Sherwood sto d I 
the door of Life Magazine do~e ow and got through 
movie critic __ interesti an ecame,the resident 
ment by a rna a ' ngly ', the f~rst such assign-
decided to a;s!~~~ ~~en~=s~~per. fParker and Benchley 
publi h s ~ons 0 the New York 
. s ers as a free lance team. Their office 
~n the old Metropolitan Opera House buildin was 
~~s:rnall that B~nchley remarked, "One CUbicgfoot 
Th space and ~t would have constituted adultery " 

e partners were having so much fun that they . 
produced,nothing and in three weeks Benchley faced 
the real~ty of supporting his family. He followed 
Sherwood to Life Magazine as drama editor. The 
story goes that Dottie became so lonesome that 
she took , down the "Eureka Nut and Bolt Company" 
sign and had the word "Men" painted on the door. 

How Mrs. Parker managed to survive for 
the next year is somewhat of a mystery. It is 
likely that, ,although Eddie had returned to Hartford, 
she continued to receive some money from 'him. Her 
domicile was a most 'modest and undistinguished 
room on West 57th wherein the only extra furnish
ings were a portable typewriter and a canary whom 
Dorothy dubbed Onan because he was always spill-
ing his seed. Her compatriots from the Algonquin, 
particularly Donald Steward and Benchley, provided 
tickets for the theater and paid the tabs at the 
"speak easies." 

Dorothy was not unacquainted with drink
ing in that Eddie was a highly experienced tippler 
but she had remained up to this time a most moderate 
drinker. Benchley, on the other hand, who had 
been a strict teetotaler fell from grace and pur
sued vigorously his newly acquired avocation. 
The "speak easy" became the matinee retreat for 
the hard working Round Table veterans. Tony Somas 
was the prime spot for "bargain booze" of doubt-
ful origin and across the street at 42 west 49th 
was 'Jack and Charlie's Puncheon where "the real 
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McCoy" and high prices prevaile~. In their pursuit 
of spontaneous and unrehearsed gaiety, the Algonquin 
revelers discovered that" Polly Adler's home for way-
ward girls was a laugh-filled spot for bacon and 
eggs at 4 a.m. . 

It was a sterile period for Dorothy Parker, 
writer and poet. The bathroom towel remained over 
the typewriter for months at a time; however, this 
was not uncharacteristic of her work style, parti
cularly in periods when she was falling out of love. 
Quite often, "when she did become productive, the very 
same reasons for her prior depression became the 
predominant sUbjects for her poems and short stories. 
Actually, most of her literary output had a strong 
autobiographical flavor. 

Her big love affair of 1922 was with 
Charles MacArthur, handsome newspaperman and a 
charmer of the first magnitude. Dorothy was ab
jectly in love and very happy. The euphoria sti
mulated her and the towel came off the typewriter. 
For the first time, the Saturday Evening Post was 
buying her wares -- clever, bright poems and very 
humourous vignettes. W. Somerset Mangham wrote of 
her one time, "She C?an no more help being amusing 
than a peach tree can help bearing peaches " and 
Ogden Nash said, "To say that Mrs. Parker writes 
well is as fatuous, I am afraid, as proclaiming 
that Cellini was clever with his hands." 

In 1922, the ambitious Algonquinites felt 
that they had to add to the 200 odd theatrical 
productions in N~w York. A one-night extravaganza 
entitled "No Sirree" was authored and performed 
by the Algonquin regulars. Dorothy's song "The 
Everlastin Ingenue Blues" was performed by Robert 
Sherwood along with a bevy of belles, including 
Tallulah" Bankhead, Lenore Ulric and Helen Hayes 
and with off-stage violin obligatos by Jascha 
Heifetz. The famous "Treasurers Report" by 
Robert Benchley was on the bill and Irving Berlin 
was so impressed that he prevailed upon Benchley 
to join the cast of his Music Box Revue to per
form it eight times a week and Benchley was on 
his way as an actor as well as being an author. 
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One of the participants that night was 
Heywood Broun -- a lovable, huge, most untidy man 
whom Woollcott called an "unmade bed." At the 
slightest provocation, Broun would burst forth 
with his favorite drinking song; 

"The mist on the glass in congealing, 
'Tis the hurricanes icy breath, 
and it shows how the warmth of friend-

ship 
Grows cold in the clasp of death. 
Stand, stand to your glasses steady 
and drink to your sweetheart's eyes-- II 

"No Sirree," despite its being a one-night 
stand, was reviewed by all the papers, such was the 
popularity of the Algonquinites. 

Charles MacArthur was straying somewhat 
and being less than a constant lover. He was seen 
at times with Bea Lillie, and Dorothy began a typical 
descent into the depths of depression. Her woes 
were accentuated by a pregnancy and forthwith she 
arranged for an abortion. The gossip was vicious 
but Dorothy never revealed the name of the man. 
Her reported comment was, "It serves me right 
for putting all my eggs in one bastard." 

The depression and blue moods carried 
into 1923 and 'apparently the feelings of despera
tion became unbearable. Having just phoned the 
restaurant downstairs from her room for some food 
to be delivered, she inexpertly slashed both wrists 
with an old razor. The delivery boy found her in 
time. Her recovery in the hospital was rapid; 
it even seemed that she was emerging from her 
depression as she received the many visitors, 
wearing beautifully tied blue ribbons over the 
sterile white of the bandages on her wrists. 
Dorothy apologized and blamed her failure on 
Eddie's dull razor, but Benchley insisted that 
she could have done a much better job if she had 
really tried. 

The thought of suicide seemed to occur 
fairly often to Mrs. Parker. One of the poems 



obviously inspired by such musings is ca ed 
Resume: 

Razors pain you: 
Rivers are damp; 
Acids stain you: 
and drugs cause cramp. 
Guns aren't lawful; 
Nooses give; 
Gas smell's awful: 
You might as well live. 

rothy could be seen 
~ any illegal water

O' s and 50's of 
.. ous planned or un

er expanding group of 
..&e Society which 

d Charlie 's 
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It seemed that 
most of the time at one of 
ing holes. that dotted t he 
New York or at one of the 
planned private soiree's 0= 
acquaintances. The emerg ' 
head-quartered principally 
"Puncheon" began to . adept 
presence was a guarantee 

. ites . Their 
end in the · 

d be up-Jay Gatsby . territory in Long 
roariously funny. Although r 
said she disliked these affairs l 

few of the elegant bashes and 
developed long lasting fr.iends ~ 
the Harrimanns and the W~itneys. 

, _ 'te typically, 
' ssed very 
gly, she 

t1;te Lovetts, 

a highly By 1924, Elmer Rice 
regarded writer of plays because 
"The Adding Machine" and "On Tria:....· 
to Dorothy that they collaborate 
grabbed the opportunity. The pia 
Harmony" and the critics g<;l.ve it _ 

e successful 
Rice suggested 

ay and she 

It managed· to remain open for four 
folded -- but before the closing s s 
her friends at the Algonquin a telegr 
Harmony did a cool ninety dollars at 
Ask the boys in the backroom what they 

called "Close 
reviews. 

s and then 
t all of 

, · Close 
e atinee. 
ill have." 

Throughout 1924 and into 1925, Dorothy 
wrote as little as possible and the affair with 
Charles MacArthur was about to collapse completely. 
She wrote 

The sun's gone dim, and the 
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and 

moon's turned black; 
For I loved him, and 
He didn't love back. 

If wild my breast and sore my pride 
I bask in dreams of suicide; 
If cool my heart and high my head, 
I think, How lucky are the dead. 

For this second attempt at suicide, she 
opted for sleeping pills, but it was no more success
ful than she had been with the razor. Again Robert 
Benchley was' one of the first to corne to the hospital. 
He said, "Mrs. Parker, if you don't stop this sort 
of thing, you'll make yourself sick." She continued 
the banter by asking for a fla~ to put on her oxygen 
tent. The jokes were over and Benchley began a 
verbal lashing of great duration and intensity. 
I presume it had some salutary effect; 'at least 
there were to be no more suicide attempts'. 

lier love affair for 1926 was the wealthy 
Seward Collins. He , was very good for Dorothy in 
that he was completely devoted to her and her mood 
and material existence were elevated considerably. 

The big event that year was a: summer 
trip to France with Seward Collins. They were 
hardly alone in that their host, Sara and Gerald 
Murphy (the Mark Cross heir), always had a house 
full of minor or major celebrities, such as the 
Scott Fitzgeralds, John Dos Passos, the Archibald 
MacLeishs, Donald Ogden Stewart and Ernest and Hadley 
Hemingway. Dorothy greatly admired Hemingway as 
a writer" and a man. Her New York article on him 
was about the mbst laudatory prose she ever wrote. 
She and Hemingway did develop a friendship; however, 
Hemingway was never very complimentary about Mrs. 
Parker. She was per'fectly aware of his feelings 
and quite out of character she chose not to fight 
back. She remained very interested in his work 
all her life. 

The predictable event happened. Dorothy 



and Seward Collins had a major misunderstand ing 
which was illuminated by a few fireworks and he 
used his return ticket sans Dorothy. She stayed 
on with the Murphys for the round of parties 
which seemed never to cease. 

The first volumes of her collected 
poetry "Enough Rope " came off the presses in 
December and by March 27, there had been a 
fourth printing. Boni and Liveright were 
pleased and Dorothy appreciated even more the 
phrase "Check enclosed" which she always said 
were the two finest words in the English lang
uage. The reviewers were kind and there was a 
mild polemic as to whether she was another Edna 
St. Vincent Millay. And then began the question
ing "who is Dorothy Parker and what is she 
really like?" Of course, even closest friends 
couldn't answer these questions or if they 
could there would be no consistency to the re
sponses. It is interesting to read memoirs 
of E. B. White, Vincent Sheehan, Edna Ferber, 
Bennett Cerf, Lillian Hellman and Edmund Wilson 
and to find such diverse opinions about a single 
individual. I am certain that Dorothy's in
scrutable character and reputation were not 
deliberately conceived and promoted according 
to some grand personal plan. She was almost 
direct, but one never knew if the words about 
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to be spoken were going to be sweet and com
plimentary or if they might be withering criticism. 
In many respects, however, that may well be why 
she proved so tremendously intriguing to so 
many people. 

Harold Ross convinced Dorothy that 
she should do a book review column in the New 
Yorker and some of her best writing appeared 
anonymously under the "Constant Reader" banner 
between 1927 and 1933. There are many pearls 
to be cherished from the collected reviews : 
Margot Asquith, the Countess of Oxford wrote 
a book called "Lay Sermons." The review opens 
"Daddy, what's an optimist?" said Pat to 
Mike. • • 
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"One who thought that Margot Asquith 
wasn't going to write any more " replied the absent 
minded professor- - _ _ _ 

There is another in which she says "this 
is not a novel to be tossed aside lightly. It 
should be thrown with great force. " 

Her little essay on Aimee Semple McPherson's 
"In the Service of the King" is a treasure house 
of superb humor. 

She could not resist the poetic touch; 
her review of Theodore Dreiser's "Dawn" ends 
with : 

Theodore Dreiser 
Should ought to write nicer. 

Mrs. Parker was approaching thirty-six 
and she was doing some of her best writing -- poetry, 
short stories, reviews -- and keeping an ever in
creasing circle of acquaintances vastly amused. 
Her income had grown as well, but that only indicated 
to her that there was more time to do other things 
than write. In 1928, she embarked on a new affair 
with businessman, John Garrett, whom her friends 
thought to look like Eddie Parker but also they 
deemed him to be fairly dull. Her new collection 
of verses "Sunset Gun fl published that year was 
one poem called "Ballade at Thirty-Five." 

This, no song of an ingenue, 
This, no ballad of innocence; 
This, the rhyme of a lady who 
Followed ever her natural bents. 
This a solo of sapeince 
This a chantey of sophistry 
This, the sum of experiments -
I loved them until they loved me. 

The most significant event of 1929 was 
the winning of the prestigious O' Henry prize for 
her short,story "Big Blonde." It is a brilliantly 
iOld trag~c story and her unerring ear for vernacular 

anguage demanded that Dorothy Parker be acknowl-
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edged as a serious writer. 

I doubt whether October 29, 1929, had any 
impact on Dorothy, nor on most of her literary 
friends. They had no invested capital and their 
circumscribed economic world was relative y un
touched by the Great Crash. Actually, the stock 
of Dorothy Parker was at an all-time high. 

Soon it was time for "L'affaire Garrett" 
to come crashing down and predictably at s c times 
her mood darkened and the alcohol consumptio zoomed. 
She quickly accepted an invitation from the rphys 
to visit them in Switzerland. She almost 'ssed the 
boat going to France, but it took her a year to 
get back to New York. It was a lost year; she 
wrote not a single piece while in Europe nor did 
she ever write a word about her experiences 
there. 

She moved into the Algonquin and be
gan to work herself back into the old social 
patterns. Her friends were astounded by her 
next love affair. John McClain was a womanizer 
of note and in his twenties; the whole experience 
could only end with Dorothy being deeply ounded . 
There were only threats of suicide this t e, 
but the hospital visit came off on sched 
-- an emergency appendectomy. 

Her literary event of 1931 as e 
publishing of her third volume of poetry • eath 
and Taxes." The ·reviews praised it hig with 
such phrases as "high and shining art - d 
"having the authentic sparkle of a grea 
vintage." Also, there was a three-montb stint 
of profitable writing in Hollywood whic s e 
disliked. She was becoming so well kno that 
George Oppenheimer wrote a play in which the 
heroine speaks and acts "a la Dorothy. - But 
no Broadway play could have the leading lady 
drink as much as Dorothy was drinking. The 
years of the early 30's were pretty much an 
alcoholic blur. Benchley convinced her to try 
an alcoholism clinic and she made one visit. 
"Impossible," she said, " they wanted me to 
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stop right now!" 

She began to be seen at the cafes and 
bars w~t~ Alan Campbell, a 29-year-old, handsome, 
umprom~s~ng actor, and fair writer who had come 
from Virginia. Having an affair with a man eleven 
ye~rs younger than she was no surprise to Dorothy's 
fr~ends, but the marriage in 1933 was a shock. 
When someone said, "Oh, he's so young," Dorothy 
w<;>u~d say, "Yes, I'm thinking of sending him to 
m~l~tary school when he's old enough." Dorothy 
hated Alan's mother who used to introduce her-
self at parties, "I'm Mrs . Campbell -- the mother 
not the wife," and Dorothy got even by saying , 
"Sh . h ' e ~s t e only woman I know who pronounces the 
word 'egg' with three syllables. 1I 

Nevertheless, Alan campbell and Dorothy 
were right for each other. In addition to taking 
charge of all domestic affairs, he had an idea of 
their becoming a writing team in Hollywood. The 
plan worked and they moved into the Garden 'of Allah, 
also the home of Benchley, Donald Ogden Stewart 
and Groucho Marx. Tucked neatly in Alan's pocket 
was a contract from MGM for $5,200.00 per week 
which gives us some idea how delighted MGM was 
to have the famous Dorothy Parker in their stable 
of writers. 

In the years from 1933 to 1938, they 
contributed to fifteen films, including "A Star 
is Born" which was nominated for an Academy Award. 
The Hollywood life and their work was very much 
to Alan's liking, but it was a deadly sham to 
Dorothy. The plentiful supply of money only 
really supported vain attempts to alleviate the 
tedium and it brought very little happiness. 
Alan became a drinker and he did it badly com
pared to Dorothy. The idea which saved them 
from certain disaster was to move back East 
and continue their screen writing from some 
quiet spot in the country. The place turned 
out to be Bucks County, Pennsylvania, and the 
house which they bought for $4,50?00 was re
modeled and improved by the spend1ng of another 
$95,000.00. 



Having a house in the East did wonders 
for Dorothy. She said it provided " the roots" 
that she needed and now the strange thought of 
having a baby entered her mind. After Donald 
Ogden Stewart read the news of Dorothy's p regnancy 
in Louella Parson's column, he s,aid, nCan you 
imagine her changing a diaper!" The c hange in 
Dorothy's personality literally astounded her 
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old friends. The bliss was sho+t lived, but it 
is not unusual for a 42-yea~-old woman to is
carry in the third month of her first uninterrupted 
pregnancy. 

It was back to the old' reaiities. They 
criss-crossed the country on the Twentieth Century 
Limited and worked on screen scripts which Dorothy 
loathed. By 1935, she had practically ceased to 
write short stories and no verse came from her 
pen. 

In 1934, Dorothy 'had said, "I am a 
communist " and nobody believed her -- not even 
the communist paid any attention to her, but by 
1935, she had identified herseif with the Hollywood 
radical group, incl~ding Fredric March ~nd her 
close friend, Lillian Hellman. Alan protested 
out of concern that Dorothy's espousing of commu
nism would endanger the family livelihood. She 
turned angrily against him and their relationship 
began to reach new lows~ the quarrels were specta
cular and she openly accused him of being a homo
sexual. Despite this desperate unhappiness, Dorothy 
plied her tra~e as a writer diligently enough to 
meet the studio demands and earn' the salary check. 

The Spanish Civil War was a perfect 
arena for Dorothy's great interest in' radical 
politics. She made her hegira to Madrid in 1937 
and filed some news stories with the New Masses. 
A notable ' short story "Soldier's bf The Republic" 
did result from her visit to Spain , but it was 
quickly back to Alan again. She helped Hemingway 
raise money for the Loyalists in Hollywood, but 
soon she knew it was a losing cause -- and so it 
was on March ~8, 1939 -- and she was amused that 
the united States speedily recognized the Franco 
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dictatorship on April Fools Day. 

The events of the first days of World War 
II in Europe created great problems for her intellectu~ 
communism and she was sickened by the pragmatic flip 
flopping of the American Communist Party. For a 
whole year she was unable to write. The United 
States entered . the war and Alan, a VMI alum, be-
came a forty-year-old lieutenant in the Air Force. 
In 1941 and 1942, Dorothy sold some stories to the 
New Yorker and worked on one film for Universal 
Pictures; she even tried to enlist in the Women's 
Army Corp. While Alan was in England and she was 
occupied in ' aimless busyness, she wrote her first 
poem in ten years. It was called "War Song." 

Soldier, in a curious land 
All across the swaying sea, 
Take her smile and lift her hand, 
Have no guilt of me . 

Soldier, when 'were soldiers true? 
If she's kind and sweet and gay, 
Use the wish I send to you 
Lie not alone till day! , 

Only for the nights that were 
Soldier, and the .dawns . that came, 
Where in sleep you turn to her 
Call her by my name. 

The two great blows in 1945 were the 
decision of Alan to stay in London fo~ a while after 
his discharge and the death of Robert Benchley. 
She reacted to the first ,event by beginning divorce 
procedures and to the second with only numbness. 
She regretted that politics had divided them and 
she asked someone "Isn't it a bit presumptuous 
of us to be alive, now that Mr. Benchley is dead?" 

The whole of 1946 was a . bland year and 
in 1947 she was divorced; the Bucks County house 
was sold. She went back to Hollywood and at 
fifty-four, Dorothy was in love again. Ross 
Evans was a good-looking, dull writer and twenty
three years younger than she. They wrote a play 
together which didn't make it even to Dallas. 
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While on a trip to Mexico, Ross dese her for 
a woman who ran a dress shop in Acap~ There 
could only be one fitting resolution 's traqedy. 
she returned to Alan Campbell in 1949 they I 

w7re remarried. The reunion was jeopa~zed imme-
d~ately by the House Committee on Un- can 
Activities and ~orothy's name ,was Abou - Adhem 
on Senator McCarthy's list. Hollywood ~ closed 
to them; the bitter quarrels started and· two 
years another crisis was reached. Doro left 
Alan and came pack to Ne,., York to write a lay 
with Arand d'Usseau called "Ladies of e - rri
dor." Being the sixty-year-old co-authoress of 
a play that fails was a cruel blow and r thy 
retreated to th~ modest quarters in the ey 
Hotel to live off the dwindl ing royalties of her 
books. 

The inexplicable tie between Alan 
Campbell and Dorothy brought him to see her 
in New York. He had a contract to write a 
movie script for a motion picture starring 
Marilyn Monroe. Back to Hollywood they went, 
moving into what Dorothy called Peyton Place 
West. They wrote the script but it was never 
produced. Dorothy was delighted with her dis
covery of unemployment compensation which, in 
addition to her royalties, kept them in whiskey 
and cigarettes. Between quarrels, Dorothy be
gan to review books for Esquire and the $750.00 
a month was a godsend. She missed a number of 
deadlines but Esquire never missed sending a 
check. 

In June, 1963, Alan never awakened 
from a deep sleep induced by heavy d rinking and 
a few sleeping pillS. All of Dorothy's joking 
about death did not protect her from the heavy 
blow of Alan suddenly leaving her ~- this time 
not to return. 

When she returned to her old hotel, 
the Volney in New York, this tiny old wom~n of 
70 who drank and smoked too much told an 1nter: . 
viewer that she was ready to concentrate on wr1t1ng 
short stories. Actually, she wrote o n ly one 
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article for Esquire in November, 1964, and then 
no more. In the last three years of her life 
many friends whq came .to see her were shabbil; 
ab~sed by a dr~nken woman. Lillian Heilman re
m~~ned most fa1thful despite the discomfort. 
Dorothy also would see Beatrice Ames ' and one 
of the last q~estions she asked Beatrice was 
" 'd ' D1 Ernest really like me?" On June 7, 1967, 
the police were called to the yolney. Dorothy 
Parker CamPgell had been found dead. Over one 
hundred fifty came ,to her funeral on June 10 
and short eulogies were spoken by Lillian Hellman 
and Zero Mostel, who said, "I am sure that if 
she had her way, I suspect she would not be 
here at all." , In her will she directed that 
the bulk of her estate (approximately $20,000.00) 
was to go to the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King 
and the remainder on his death to the NAACP. 

I must confess that in researching 
and writing this paper I learned more about 
Dorothy Parker ~han I really ~anted to know. 
It was discomforting to have many of my pre
conceptions about her personal life proved 
false or only partially true. 

There is a subtle sadness about this 
woman who saw tragedy in most comedy and comedy 
in most ·tragedy. I am saddened by her alcoholism 
and the huge portions of time that she wasted 
through indolence and contrariness. One can 
speculate apout how her life might have been 
changed by an early diagnosis and treatment of 
her psychic depression. What might have been 
the impact on the quality and quantity of her 
literary legacy? But I suspect we would ulti
mately shun such postulations and realize that 
her strong personal traits ~re the very real 
qualities that conspired to produce a most 
unique individual. 

~any people have commented that three 
slim volumes of verse and two volumes of short 
stories, which constitute her serious iiterature 
output, are very little to show for a lifetime 
of writing. W. Somerset Maughm remarked one 
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time about the terseness and concision of her 
writing; he said, "It is a great gift to do so 
much in a little space. " Dorothy herself was 
aware that her economy of style was the essence 
of her literary effectiveness. With her character
istic humor she said she wrote her best when she 
"would write five words and erase seven." 
Alexander Woollcott said it in another way, "Such 
a distillation of nectar and wormwood, of ambro
sia and deadly nightShade , as might suggest to 
the rest of us that we rite far too much." 

I must heed Woollcott's advice and re
sist the temptation to write at length about "What 
was Dorothy Parker really like? .obody has pro
vided a satisfactory answer and certainly any con
tributions of mine would be trivial. ay I con
clude with just one more quotation ich sums up 
in a very few words more about Dorothy Parker 
Campbell than all the sentences and paragraphs 
that have gone before. A lady sitting next to 
her at a play turned and said, "Aren' t you Dorothy 
Parker?" and Dorothy replied in a soft, pleasant 
voice, "Yes, do you mind?" 

Sources of Information 
On Dorothy Parker 

There is a paucity ot biographical in
formation on Dorothy Parker. This is understand
able in that she wrote very little nor told others 
about her own life. Apparently she even aSk:d 
Lillian Hellman to discourage anyone atternpt~ng 
to write a biography. 

ness: 

The only biography of any comprehensive-

John Keats, "You Might As Well 
Live. The Life and Time of 
Dorothy Parker," Simon and 
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Schuster, New York, 1970 

Another book about the Algonquin Round 
Table that has a fair number of pages about Dorothy 
Parker is: 

James R. Gaines, "Wits' End" Harcourt, 
Brace, Jovanovich, New York, 1977 

The periodical literature is filled with 
pieces and fragments of information about her life. 
The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature was 
invaluable. Many, many books of a biographical 
nature by her circle of writing friends have a 
great many references as well. 




